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Abstract

Macroeconomic policy announcements such as the annual Budget and GDP data are events keenly watched by stock market participants and other economic agents. Such events first impact to the stock markets before transmitting to the real sector. In this study we considered the impact of Budget and GDP data on Indian stock market. We employed broader market index CNX500 consisting of 500 stocks covering 97.3% of market capitalization. Further, key sectoral indices such as, IT, Financial Services, Consumer goods are used to analyze the sectoral impact of policy announcements/ events. Usage of a broader index CNX500 and analysis of sector specific variations are important to cover the depth of the stock market across sectors and to come closer to any meaningful conclusion on the possibility of abnormal returns in the stock market and in specific sectors.

I. Introduction

ECONOMISTS, POLICY MAKERS, fund managers, analysts, and other economic agents follow stock markets closely for their reaction to Macroeconomic policy and data announcements. Extensive studies have found that stock markets are susceptible to sharp changes due to policy announcements or key macroeconomic data release. It is noteworthy that though macroeconomic policy announcements influence the real sector, such impact is indirect. The first mover is asset prices such as stock markets/ bond markets. Hence, it is extremely important to understand the relation between the announcements of key policy initiatives (such as Budget), important macroeconomic variables (such as GDP data), and stock market movement. Stock market variations due to such relationship give rise to the possibility of
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Notes

1. CNX500 is India’s broad based index consisting of 500 stocks listed on the National Stock Exchange.
2. The CNX Nifty is a diversified stock index consisting of 22 sectors of Indian Economy and 50 National Stock Exchange listed stocks. (www.moneycontrol.com/nifty/nse/nifty-live)
3. “S&P BSE SENSEX is calculated using the ‘Free-float Market Capitalization’ methodology, wherein, the level of index at any point of time reflects the free-float market value of 30 component stocks relative to a base period.” (www.bseindia.com/sensexview/DispIndex.aspx?iname=BSE30&index_Code=16)
4. CNX Nifty Junior is an index comprised of the next rung of 50 most liquid stocks after S&P CNX Nifty. S&P CNX Nifty and Junior Nifty may comprise of a basket of 100 most liquid stocks in India. (nseindia.com/content/press/CNXniftyJr.pdf)
7. indiabudget.nic.in/ub2015-16/bh/bh1.pdf
9. Number got reduced from 500 stocks to 428 since we removed the stocks which had undergone stock split or which had issue of stock dividends (bonus) or there were other crucial corporate announcements during the estimation window which would impact price movements. The estimates of alphas and betas for 428 stocks are available with authors and can be provided on request. For want of space we are not reporting the detailed results in this paper.
10. We have not presented results for all the sectors here for want of space. These are available with authors and can be provided on request.
13. We have not reported these results here for the sake of brevity. We can provide the same on request.
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